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ABSTIqACT 
A unif}cing approach is proposed to studying the distributions of eigenvalnes and 
singular values of Toeplitz matrices associated with a Fourier series, and multilevel 
Toeplitz matrices associated wit|) a multidimensional Fourier series. Obtained are the 
extensions of the Szeg6 and Avram-Parter theorems, where the generating function is 
now required to belong to L z, and not necessarily to L~. Analogous extensions are 
given fi~r muhilevel Toeplitz matrices. In particular, it is proved that if f (x 1 . . . .  x,) 
e Le, then the p-level (complex) Toeplitz matrices allied with f have their singular 
values distributed as If(x~ . . . . .  x,)l. The distribution resuhs for the Ces~lro (optimal) 
circulants hold even if f e L~. Also suggested are new theorems on clustering that 
have to do with the preconditioning of multilevel Toeplitz matrices by multilevel 
circu]ants. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This work is chiefly propelled by my recent interest in clustering-on 
theorems for Toeplitz matrices when preconditioned by circulants (see [3-9, 
13, 15-18, 21]). After having seen a perfectly clear proof in [3], I soon 
realized that it leads directly to a new derivation of some distribution 
theorems like those by Szeg6 [11] and by Avram and Parter [1, 12], though it 
was unlike [1, 11] in that the generating functions seemed to have to be from 
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the Wiener class. I then found a way to do without the Wiener-class 
restriction. This method unifies the treatment of the distributions of eigenval- 
ues and singular values. Curiously, even the Szeg6-theorem hypothesis can be 
weakened a bit. This paper is mainly intended to present his approach and 
the theorems it leads to. 
Throughout he paper, we make use of circulant approximations to 
Toeplitz matrices, and rely on helpful properties of cireulants. A difficulty 
here is that a standard matrix-norm apwoximation o longer works. To see 
a n this, it is sufficient to look at the family of Toeplitz matrices A,, - [ i 2]~4=0, 
which are the finite truncations of the infinite one A-  [ai_jFi, J o, and 
notice that the matrices A,, are not close to any eirculants with respect o any 
submultiplicative norm. So we need a different notion of approximation. One 
such notion, which works well, is based on the agreement to regard a family 
{B,,} as an approximation to {A,,} whenever B,, can be made close enough, in 
the matrix-norm sense, to a "low"-rank perturbation of A,, as n increases. 
Note that these very approximations were considered in [3]. Here, we will use 
an even looser approach to approximation. 
In Section 2, we introduce the notions of general and proper clusters. 
Some sufficient conditions are described (br two matrix families to have the 
same general or proper clusters of eigenvalues, in the Hermitian case, and 
singular values, in the non-Hermitian case. 
In Section 3, we first recall H. Weyl's definition of equally distributed 
sequences, and then give a slightly more general definition. Here we state a 
few simple and helpful lemmas, and then formulate the theorem we will 
mainly rely on in further sections. 
In Section 4, we establish the basic facts about the distribution of 
eigenvalues and singular values of circulants generated by a Fourier series. 
Considered are two kinds of circulants: simple (in fact, Strang's [16]) circu- 
lants, and Ces{tro (in fact, Chan's [8], or optimal [17]) cireulants. 
In Section 5, we study the connection between distributions for the 
Toeplitz matrices and eirculants. In our exposition the well-known Szeg6 
theorem turns out to be almost obvious. The recent Avram-Szeg6 theorem on 
the distribution of singular values of non-Hermitian Toeplitz matrices [1, 12] 
appears as no less evident. Moreover, we obtain somewhat more general 
theorems, requiring that the generating fimetions belong to L 2, but not 
necessarily to L~ as in [11]. 
In Section 6, we prepare the gronnd for work with multilevel matrices, 
and state results that parallel those of Section 3. This section opens up a 
treatment of block matrices tied to inultidimensional Fourier series. 
In Section 7, we describe the nice features of multilevel circulants (block 
circulants), which echo those of the usual (one-level) cireulants. 
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In Section 8, we explore the connection between multilevel Toeplitz 
matrices and multilevel circulants. As an obvious consequence, we obtain 
here the SzegS-like theorem (from [14]) on the distribution of eigenvalnes of 
Hermitian multilevel Toeplitz matrices which are generated by the multidi- 
mensional Fourier series of a reaD function. It seems worthwhile to underline 
that besides that theorem we in fact give its generalization, demanding of the 
generation fimction only that it belong to L.~, not necessarily to L~. 
In Section 8, we lay special stress on a new theorem on the distribution of 
singular values of non-Hermitian multilevel Toeplitz matrices which are 
generated by multidimensional Fourier series of a complex function. 
Finally, in Section 9, we propose some new theorems on clustering, when 
multilevel Toeplitz matrices are preconditioned by multilevel circulants. 
These theorems generalize the results of [2-7]. However, we establish the 
existence of general clusters, which are not necessarily proper. Thus, rigorous 
convergence-rate estimates for the conjugate gradients do not follow. Our 
motivation behind the definition of general clusters consists in the fact that 
the discrepancy be~veen general and proper clusters can be seen only when 
n tends to infinity, and may vanish for any given n which pertains to a 
practical problem. So general clusters may well lead to convergence which is 
regarded as fast from the practical point. 
We complete the Introduction with some preliminaries. Some of our 
constructions will use the followiug theorem. 
TtlEOBEM 1.1 (See [10]). Suppose A aad A are Hevndtia~, matrices ,![ 
order ~ such that 
= A + ecc*.  
where c ~ C" ,  IIc112 = 1. I f  ~ >1 O, the~ 
while i f  e <-% O, then 
A,(~7) ~ A~(a) .< &, (S)  .< . . . .< A,,(~) .< a,,(A) 
provided that eigenvalues are numbered in nondecreasi,~g order. In either 
casc ,  
*~(~)  = Ak(A) +tk~.  k = 1 . . . . .  , , ,  
where t~ >~ O, k = 1 . . . . .  t~, and t I + ... +t,, = I. 
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In particular, this theorem figures in studying the proper clusters. The 
next theorem is more suitable for general clusters. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Wielandt-Hoffman). I f  A and ~( are Hermitian, then 
[A , (z )  - A , (A) ]  2 .< II z - AIl , 
i=1  
where the eigenvalues are numbered in nonclecreasing order. 
Our derivation of the distribution results revolves, above all, around the 
use of Theorem 1.2. 
2. GENERAL AND PROPER CLUSTERS 
In this paper we are primarily concerned with sequences of matrices 
{ A,,}, where A n is Of order n. For • c R, take c > 0 and let ~, designate 
the e-extension of qb, i.e. the union of • with all real e-balls encircling O's 
points. Suppose that the matrices A,, are all Hermitian, and denote by %(c) 
the number of those among A n's eigenvalues which lie outside q),. 
DEFINITION. A set • c N is called a (general) eigenvalue cluster for 
{A,,}, A,, = A*, A,, ~ C '~x'' if for all c > 0 
lim 0, (2.1) 
n -~ oc n 
and @ is called a proper cluster if 
To(c) c(c) (2.2) 
where e(c) is independent of n. 
Proper clusters are naturally of interest when deriving theoretical esti- 
mates on the convergence rate of conjugate gradients. In contrast, general 
clusters do not guarantee any rate of convergence for this method. However, 
a moderate growth of %(s) can, in fact, provide sufficiently fast convergence 
in practice. 
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There is no question of a cluster's existence, for d )= N is always 
available. It is of interest to look for the narrowest possible clusters. Usually a 
nontri\dal cluster consists of one point, which is called a clustering point for 
{A,,}. 
If the matrices A,, are non-Hermitian, we will consider singular-value 
clusters for { A,,}, defined in the same way as above, the only difference being 
that T,,(g) means the number of singular values that lie outside of do:. 
TtIEOI~EM 2.1. Suppose { A,,} and {e{,,} are two given sequences of 
complex matrices uch that, fi)r am.! ~ > O, the inequalit!/ 
I IA , , -  A,, l l~./n ~ ~ (2.:3) 
is fidfilled for sufficiently large n. Then the singular values fi, r {A,,} and (@,} 
have the same clusters. If  A,, and A,, are Hermitian, then {A,,} and {A} 
have the sanw eigenvalue cluster.s'. 
Proof. Consider first the case of Hermitian A,, and A,~, and suppose 
that • is an eigenvalue cluster for {An}. Let y,~(e) and ~,~(e) be defined in 
the same way, both for O, with regard to A,, and A,, respeetivelv. Now, take 
0 < 6 ~ e/2, and consider those n for which IIA,~-  A,,]]?.'> ~< 6an" in accor- 
dance with (2.3). From Theorem 1.2, we easily see that the number of indices 
i ~ {1 . . . . .  n} satisfying ]A~(A~) - A~(A)] >~ 6 has to be bounded above by 
6n. So we have 
-< + 6)  .< + 6n 
tbr sufficiently large n, and hence any partial imit of the sequence ~,,(e)/n 
is upper-bounded by 6. Because 6 is arbitrary, 5~,,(e)/n is convergent to 0. 
Thus, • is a cluster for { 27n}, too. 
In the non-Hermitian ease, denote by o-~(A) and o-/(A) the singaflar 
values taken in nondecreasing order. We make use of the obvious observation 
that the eigenvalues of the matrices 
I° l B2, -- " and /32,, - 
a,*, a,:*, 0 
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amount o ___ o-i(A n) and + o-i(A,), respectively. Applying Theorem 1.2 to 
Ben and /32,,, we find 
[/~k(/~2n) -- /~k(B2n)] 2 = 2 ~ [or i(An) - ori(An)] 2 
k=l i=1 
21IX, - A,II~ = II/~z~ - B2,11zF, 
and so the problem is reduced to that of the Hermitian case. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose {A,} and {,4,} are two sequences of complex 
matrices uch that for all n 
rank(A~ n - An)<~r,  (2.3) 
where r is independent of n. Then singular values (and eigenvalues, if the 
matrices are Hermitian) for {A n} and { A n} have the same clusters. More- 
over, a cluster is proper fl)r {A n} i f  and only if it is proper for {An}. 
Proof. We begin with the Hermitian case. For any n, consider an 
expansion 
?'+ r 
d,, - A,, = E aiclc* - E ~d~d*,  (2.4) 
i=1 i~l  
where c i ,d  i ~ C", a i,/3 i > 0, and r++r  ~<r, in accordance with the 
hypothesis of the theorem. After having applied Theorem 1.1 r+ + r times, 
we find 
a,_, (a) a,(X) (e.5) 
where 
r_+ 1 <~ i <~ n - r +. (2.6) 
Thus, for any • c R and any e > 0, the number of those eigenvalues among 
Ai(A) which lie outside qb may differ from that number among Ai(?~) by at 
most r+ + r ~< r. This clearly ends the proof for the Hermitian case. 
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In the non-Hermitian case, we again make use of matrices Be, ' and /J2,, 
as above. It only remains to notice that 
rank(/~2,, - Be,,) = 2 rank( 2~ - .4 .  ) ~< 2r ,  
and that any cluster @ for {A,,} can be ex~panded into q* - qb U (--alp) that is 
a cluster for { B2,,}, and vice versa. • 
NOTE. For non-Hermitian matrices that are close in rank, we usualh 
can say nothing about the closeness of their eigenvalue clusters. For instance, 
from 
] A,, = 1 0 
l 0 ,,×,, 
by a rank-one perturbation, a matrix \~4th any prescribed spectrum can }w 
produced. 
:3. EQUALLY DISTRIBUTED SEQUENCES AND 
ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION 
A nearer statement about the spectrum of Hermitian matrices {A,,} than 
that of the existence of nontrivial clusters can be couched in terms of equally 
distributed sequences in the sense of" tt. Wevl, (see [11]). We recall that ~vo 
sequences of real numbers, tr x(,, Jk,: 1 and { t,~'°};~':~ i, are referred to as equally• 
distributed if k~ "),/x([ ') ~ [m, M] and for any' continuous F ~ C[m, M] 
1 
lira -- ~; [F(A~ '~,) - r ( ,~" ' ) ]  = 0. 
n~ oc II k~l  
(:3.1 
Itere, we will adopt a somewhat more general definition. 
DEFINITION. Two sequences of real numbers, rAU'n" and /,,(,,)/,, t k J k= l  t t~k  ,~k I 
are called equally distributed if (3.1) holds for any continuous |'unctkm F 
with bounded support [i.e. the set of those x for which F(x) 4: 0]. 
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We thus discard the requirement hat all A(k ") and /z(2 ) belong to a 
common interval. 
The limits for the two summands, in the natural splitting of the left-hand 
side of (3.1), do not necessarily exist. The cases that are most interesting, 
however, occur when they do, and when moreover the sequences are 
distributed as values of a function on some interval. We will say that {)t(~ ")} has 
an asymptotic distribution if there is a Lebesgue-integrable function f(x), 
- 7r ~< x ~< 7r, such that for any continuous F with bounded support 
lim -- F(A(k")) = G F( f (x ) )  dx. 
n- - ,~  n k= 1 
(3.2) 
I f  so, we will also say that sequence {A~ k)} is distributed as f (x)  with 
x 
That x runs over [ - ~-, 7r ] is not a matter of principle, but solely for the 
convenience of further development. From now on, we adopt the convention 
on that f (x)  is defined for all real x, and has 27r as its period. 
Below we record a few obvious and helpful lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose a 27r-periodic function f (x)  is integrable in the 
Riemann sense, and the nodes xl n) < ... < x}, ") form a uniform mesh on 
[0, 2~'] with step 2w/n. Then a real sequence {At '0} is distributed as f (x)  if 
and only if the sequences {A~ ")} and {f(x~"))} are equally distributed. 
For this, it is sufficient o note that (2~r/n)EF(f(x~'°)) is an integral sum 
for F(f(x)). 
Further, a function G(x) will be called a G-function if for x >/0 it is 
continuous, nonnegative, and strictly increasing, and G(0) = 0. 
LEMMA 3.2. Given two real sequences, {)t~ ")} and {/z~")}, suppose that 
there is a G-function G(x) with the property that fi)r any e > 0 there exist 
real a~")(e) and t9~'°(e) such that 
1 
n k=l  n k=l  
~(n)/ for all sufficiently large n, and the sequences {A~ ") + ~k J and {/z~ ") + /3} k)} 
are equally distributed. Then the given sequences, {A~ n)} and {~n)}, are 
equally distributed. 
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Proof. Take an arbitrary continuous function F(x) with bounded sup- 
port- -say 1)4ng within [ m, M ] - -and consider the continuity modulus 
co(a ;F )  ~ max I F (x )  - F (y ) l .  (:3.4) 
x, yC[m,  M] 
Let e > 0 be fixed, and denote by N. ('') and M~ ") the collections of those 
k ~ {1 . . . . .  n} for which G(la~t°]) ~< e 1/'2 and G(I/3~")1) ~< e 1/2, respectively. 
From (3.3), it is clear that, for n sufficiently large, the number of indices k 
that are outside N~! ") (respectively, m~ ")) does not exceed e l /°n.  Therefore, 
L ] " 
[F(A';')) - F( .~")11 - -- E [F(AI"'  + ~I"') - F(  .~"' + ¢~"')1 
k=l  It k=~ 
1 
k~ N,l ") 
IF(A%"')- F(aV'  + 
1 
+--  
II kemp") 
IF(Iz~")) - F( tz~"' + j8~"))l 
+4 max IF(x)le'/~h(e), 
m <~ x <~ M 
where  
h(~) = ,2,o(c '(~'/~); F) + 4 m~ tF(x)l~ 1/~ 
m<~xKM 
So for any partial limit we find 
1,, I ,li - E F(,¢")] 
Yl k= I 
Due to the conditions imposed on F, ~o(3; F) ~ 0 as 6 ~ 0. Any G-fimc- 
tion, in view of" the definition, has continuous inverse, and hence G l(e i/2) 
0 as e --+ 0. Thus, h(e) ~ 0 as e ~ 0. Allowing tbr e being arbitrary, we 
come to (3.1), and this completes the proof. • 
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Below, Lemma 3.2 will often be used, particularly in the two cases 
G(x)  = x 2 and G(x)  = x. It is also worth noting that Lemma 3.2 is still valid 
if the inequalities (3.3) are replaced by 
l a~")J < e, I/3~')1 ~< e ,  k = 1 . . . . .  n .  
This case is easily tackled by employing Lemma 3.2 with G(x)  = x. 
LEMMA 3.3. Sequences {At '°} and { tz~ '°} are equally distributed if (3.1) 
is fulfilled fi, r all staircase functions, i.e. for all F ~ {~ba(x): A = [a,/3], 
a <<./3}, where Ca(x) = 1 i fx  ~ A, and qba(x) = 0 otherwise. 
To prove this, note that any continuous F with bounded support can be 
approximated by a staircase function F~(x) with any accuracy e > 0. Owing 
to the hypothesis of the lemma, (3.1) holds for F~(x), and so it does, with 
accuracy e, for any partial limit that goes with F(x).  It remains to observe 
that e is arbitrary. 
NOTE. The conditions of Lemma 3.3 are only sufficient, not necessary. 
We are thus naturally led to the notion of strongly equally distributed 
sequences: {,~")} and {/.t(~ '0} are called strongly equally distributed if for any 
A = [a, /3]  the number of those among A(k ") (1 ~< k ~< n) that belong to A 
may differ from that number among /.t(k n) by at most c(s), where c(e) does 
not depend on n. 
It is evident that the property of being strongly equally distributed is 
indeed stronger than that of being equally distributed, because the former 
implies the latter. 
THEOREM 3.1. Given two sequences of complex matrices, {A,} and {~(n}, 
suppose that for any e > 0 there are matrices A (e)  such that, for suffi- 
ciently large n, 
IIA,(E)II~/n < ~ (3.5) 
and 
rank[ ?~,, - A, + An(e)] ~< r (e ) ,  (3.6) 
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where r(e) is independent of n. Then the singular values of A, and A,, are 
equally distributed. If An, An, and A,(e)  are Hermitian, then the eigenval- 
ues of A,, and A,, are equally distributed too. 
Pro@ Consider first the case of Hermitian matrices. From the proof of 
Theorem 2.2 it is seen that, for any A = [c e,/3], the number of those 
e igenvahles of A n - A n that belong to A may differ from that number fbr 
A,, by at most r(e).  Therefore, if we set F(x) = ~ba(x) then, for n ~ w, 
r (~)  
t/ k= l  11 
~0,  
and it then follows from Lemma 3.3 that the sequences {Ak(A,, - A,,(e))} 
and {ak(A,,)} are equally distributed. If eigenvalues are arranged in nonde- 
creasing order, then, by Theorem 1.2, 
IAk(A,, - &+(e) )  - A~(A,+)I 2 ~< ~ l& (&+(e) ) l  2 = ll&+,(~)llff,,+ 
k=l  k=l  
and this means, by (3.5), that for sufficiently large a 
1 k IAk(A, - ACe) )  - A~CA,,)I 2 ~< +. 
I'£ k=l  
It only remains to affirm that e is arbitrary, and apply Lemma 3.2. 
Turning to the non-Hermitian case, we define the extended matrices 
i o a I I o I ° = F9 n a*, 0 ' - L* 0 ' - ~ ,* (~)  o 
and thereby reduce this case to the previous, Hermitian one. It is tile same 
approach that we used in proving Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. The proof is thus 
over. • 
COROLLARY.  If (3.6) is valid with A(?) = O, then the ,singular values q[ 
A,, and e~ (and also the eigenvalues, if A,, and A,, are Hermitian) are 
strongly equaUy distributed. 
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4. C IRCULANTS AND FOURIER SERIES  
We recall  that A = [a~j] of order  n is cal led a circulant if 
aij = ai -j (,,,od ~)" (4.1)  
Obviously, a 0, a 1 . . . . .  an-1 are the entr ies of  the first co lumn a = [a o "-  
a~_ 1] T of A, and they fully determine  the circulant. So let us agree to write 
n-1  
c i rc (a )  - c i rc (a  o . . . . .  an_ t )  - [ai  j(mod n)]i,j=O" (4.2)  
The next, wel l -known lemma descr ibes the basic propert ies  of  circulants (see, 
for example,  [23]). 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose A is a matrix with first column a = [a 0 --- 
a,,_ l] T. Then A is a circulant, i.e. 
A = c i rc (a) ,  (4 .3)  
if and only if 
where 
1 
A = - -F*  d iag(Fa)  F ,  (4.4)  
n 
F = exp i kl (4.5)  
k , /=0 
is the Fourier matrix of order n, and diag(Fa)  signifies the diagonal matrix 
whose diagonal comprises the entries of the vector Fa. 
COROLLAI~Y. The eigenvalnes of the circulant (4.3) are as follows: 
A k = ~ a texp  i kl , k =0,1  . . . . .  n -  1. (4.6)  
l~O 
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The appearance of the formulas (4.6) suggests that there should be 
interconnections between circulants and Fourier series. To make this certain, 
let us consider the Fourier series of some function, say f (x ) :  
f (x )  = E ak exp(ikx),  x E ~. (4.7) 
k=- -ac  
From the coefficients of this series, we can derive a few selected batches of 
circulants. To begin with, we produce "simple" circulants S,,: 
Se,,, -= circ(a o, a, . . . . .  a .... a_,  . . . . . . .  a ,), (4.8) 
S2,, 1 =c i rc (a0 ,a ]  . . . . .  am-,,O,a m+l  . . . . .  a ,). (4.9) 
Denote by f,,,(x) the partial sum of the series (4.7): 
f , , , (x) = ~ a, exp(ikx).  (4.10) 
The next two lemmas can be found in [7]. 
LEMMA 4.9.. Suppose the Fourier.series (4.7) is given and the cireulants 
S,, are defined by (4.8) and (4.9). Then the eigenvalues of S,, are expressed as 
Proof. Let n = 2 m. Then, in accordance with (4.6), 
Ak(S,~ ) =ao+ alex p i l=l 2m + l 1 
+ __a  lexp i~m + 1 
/= I  
k = 0.1 . . . . .  n. (4.11) 
14 
I fn  =2m-  1then 
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m l 
a k(S,,) =a  o +Oexp i m + ~ a texp i 1 
/=1 
+ 
m- 1 [ 2 r rk  
~a lexp i  
l=~ 2m+l  n+l ] "  
The proof is completed. [] 
In addition to simple circulants, some other circulants are also of interest. 
We will exhibit he Ces~tro circulants C,,: 
C,, = circ(c("), . . . ,  cl~'O), (4.12) 
where 
C (n) = a 0 , 
(n + 1 -k )a  k +ka  ~_1+ k 
c(k'o = k = 1 . . . . .  n .  
n+l  
(4.13) 
In [8, 17] the same circulants are referred to as optimal circulants; this is a 
reflection of the fact that if we set A, = [a i i]~/=0 [the Toeplitz matrix 
generated by (4.7)] and let C run over the space'bf all circulants of order 
n + 1, then the minimum of I IA , ,  - CIIF is attained at C,~. 
Denote by G,(x) the Ces~ro sum of the series (4.7): 
1 n 
~,(x) n + 1 k_~o fk(x)" (4.14) 
LEMMA 4.3. The eigenvalues of the Ceshro circulants C,, are expressed as 
[ 1 k=o, . . . , , .  (4.15) 
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Proof. With the help of" (4.6), we calculate 
aa(C,,) = E c} '° exp i 1 
I=o n + 1 
= y .  (n  + 1 - / )a  t + la  ,~ ,+ lexp  i 2~'k  1 
I=o ~ + 1 n + 1 
& 
= a0 + 2.., 
l=1  
(n + 1 - 1)atexp(i 2rrk 1) 
kt~+l  
2~'k 
+la ,, i+texp - i  ( .  + 1 - l )  
n+l  
~a+l  
X - -  
1 
n+l  
~2 a z exp i 1 
.... o t . . . .  \ n + 1 ] 
~,( 2rrk 
= ,,+----7)" 
The proof is completed. 
If" the Fourier series (4.7) is unilbrmly convergent o f (x ) ,  then |or any 
e > 0 there exists N such that tor n > N the eigenvalues of the simple 
cireuhmts S,, can be entunerated so that 
2rrk ) 
,~(s, ,)  - f  ,, +--7 ~< ~'  k = o . . . . .  . .  (4.16) 
At the same time, the uniform convergence of Ces~iro sums results in 
analogous inequalities: 
A,(C,,) - f ~ }  ~<e, k=O . . . . .  n. (4.17) 
We may note that the inequalities (4.17) are guaranteed whenever f (x )  is 
continuous, i.e., ,Mth a weaker requirement on f (x )  than that of the uniform 
convergence of its Fourier series. 
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We are now in a position to formulate the primary results on the 
distribution of singular values and eigenvalues of the simple and Cesaro 
circulants. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose f ~ L 2. Then the singular values of the simple 
and Ceshro circulants S,, and C, are equally distributed. If  f is real-valued, 
then S,, and C,, are Hermitian, and their eigenvalues are equally distributed. 
Proof. Due to (4.8), (4.9) and (4.12), (4.13), we have 
1 ~_, (n + 1 - k)a k + ka ,, l+k 2 
n + 1 IIs,, - C,, l l~ = 3'~ + z.., ak - - -  k=~ n+l  
(n + 1 -k )a  k +ka,,+l_ k 2, 
+ a ,, 1+~ - 77  -1 k=l  
where 
y,, = 
i 2 for n = 2m, 
(n  - re)am+ 1 + (m + 1)a_,,, 
- - -  for n =2m + 1. 
n+l  
The Parseval equality allows us to assert that for any e > 0 there is n for 
which 
la~l 2 < - .  
3 Ikl>N 
Then for n >N 
1 
I I s , ,  
H2 
+ 1 -  c,,,~ 
k2 
< ~,, + ( la~ - a ,, ,+~1 ~ + I . _~ - ¢ ,+,  ~12) 
~=1 (n  + 1) 2 
2N 2 N 2~ 
+ la- l + - -  
(n  + 1) 2 = 3 ' 
and hence, for sufficiently large n, 
1 
n+ 1 
- - I I s , ,  - c , , l l}  -<< ~. 
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It thus remains to_apply Theorem 3. l. The inequalities (3.5) and (3.6) are 
obviously valid if A = S,, A,, = C,,, A (e )  = C,, - S,,, and r (e )  = 0. If the 
fimetion f is real-valued, then from the well-known formulas for its Fourier 
coefficients it is immediately seen that a k = ak for all k. This means that 
for eve D, n, S, is Herrnitian; by (4.13), C,, is Hermitian too. These remarks 
we see complete the proof. • 
It is of interest o consider the existence of an asymptotic distribution for 
singnlar values [and eigenvalues, if f(x) is real] of S,, and C,,. If (r,,(x) is 
unifi)rmly convergent to f(x), then, by (4.17), 
IAk(C,,)I ( 2rrk ) 
k = (} . . . . .  ll, 
and, in agreement with Lemma 3.1 and the remark that follows Lenuna 3.2, 
the singular values of C,, which equal I&(C,,)l, are distributed as If(x)l. It 
f(x) is real, then, relying on (4.17), we ascertain that Ak(C,,) are distributed 
just as for f(x). From the theo D' of Fourier series, we thus can state that the 
existence of asymptotic distributions (for C,, and, as Theorem 4.1 ensures. 
also for S,,) is guaranteed whenever f (x )  is continuous. 
However, that condition on f (  x ) can be greatly weakened. To do this, we 
take advantage of Fejer's representation: 
x- t  
1 ,~ sin2 ( ,l + 1) 
f_i :,- - t _ f ( t )  dr, (4 . I s )  
- a (n + 1) sin , - 
2 
where 
x- t  
1 ~ sin~' (n + 1) 2 
f '  x - t t~- , - f  dt 1. 
/ t  l(~X 
27r(n + 1) ~ sine - 
2 
By the way, if If(x)l ~< M for all x, then these fbrnmlas together entail that 
all singular values of C,, are bounded above bv M; if m ~f(x) <<, M, then all 
eigenvalues of C,, belong to [m, M ]. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Supposef E L,. Then the singular values of the Cesciro 
circulants and simple circulants, C, and S,, are distributed as I f(x>l. Zf f is 
real-valued, then C, and S, are Hermitian, and their eigenvalues are 
distributed as f( x). 
Proof. Let f(‘)(x) b e a continuous function that approximates fC x) in 
the sense of the integral metric: 
llf - f%,I = jn If(x) - f’“‘( x)ldn: G E, 
-?7 
(4.20) 
and denote by a,, (‘)(x) the Cesiro sum for the Fourier series of f(‘)(x). 
Owing to (4.18) and (4.201, we find 
i. / q( z) - q:&)(s) 1 =G a,,Ilf - f(%.,, (4.21) 
where 
1 n 
a!, = 
’ 
“<zk7 277(n + 1) k=O 
si~%++$-;)~ (422) 
sin2[+& - 6) . 
The quantity [25-/(n -t l>]a,, is, in fact, some integral sum for the integral in 
(4.19), and so it seems natural to expect that LY, = O(n + 1). We will prove 
that directly. From the properties of the sine, it is clear that 
1 [rrp~+ I sin’ (n + 1) 
ff, < max 
04061 7r(n + 1) kc0 
i -:=l”‘i. (423) 
c sing( +:I”)) . 
For 0 < k < [n/2] + 1, we have 
sin 
n(k + 0) n(k + 0) 
n + 1 
&C 
n+l ’ 
(4.24) 
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where c > 0 does not depend on n. Using (4.'24) to simplify (4.3) and 
allowing for sin(~rO) ~< 7tO, we deduce 
n + 1 n + 1 [n/21+l 1 
a,, ~< --~rc.2 + --w:~c~ /~=,)E ~ ~< c0(n + l ) ,  (4.2.5) 
where % does not depend on n. By (4.21) and (4.25), 
1 E ('2~kt/777_,!- (,2~k__ 
1, + 1 ,=0 ~","  ' "~ '~''(~) 
~< CO~. 
n+l  
(4.26) 
Now, take arbitrary, continuous function F with a bounded support, and 
make use of its continuity inodulus to(6; F), as defined by (3.4). Assume that 
F's support belongs to [m, M ]. 
Let N,~ '') specify the subset of those k ~ {0, 1 . . . . .  n} for which 
n + I ~"(~) 
£1/2. o;, <~ 
i i+  I 
Then, bv (4.26), for sufficiently large n tile nmnber of those indices k which 
skip .,~[i ;') is upper-bounded by c0(n + 1)s  I/~. Consequently, 
m ~< x ~ M 
Together \~4th tile existence of the asymptotic distribution ill the case of . ft '  J, 
this yields 
1 ~ F ~,, - -  - ~ j  I tf(x)l) ldx 
n + 1 ~. = 0 n + 1 
~o(.r/~;F) +2c,, max IF(x)le '/2 
1 7T 
+ 2--# f '  I f'(If(~)l) - F(lf(~)(x)[)l dx, 
~T 
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where "lim" signifies any partial limit when n --* m. With e ~ 0 the right- 
hand side tends to zero, and it remains only to recollect hat the singular 
values of C,, equal ]O'n(2rrk/(n + 1))1, k = 0 . . . . .  n, according to Lemma 
4.3. If f (x )  is real, then f<*) can be chosen among real-valued functions. The 
above reasoning permits us to state, in this case, that for any partial imit the 
quantity 
l i m - - ~ F ~ j j ~ n  7T F( f (x ) )  
n + 1 k=0 -~ 
can be made arbitrarily small, and so it has to equal zero. 
REMARK. From the above proof it is easy to see that the theorem still 
holds, though only concerning Ceshro circulants, so long as f c L 1 and its 
Fourier series is convergent in L> 
5. TOEPLITZ MATRICES AND CIRCULANTS 
There has been a long history of interest in the family of Toeplitz matrices 
A,, = [a i jlin, j=o (5.1) 
allied with the Fourier series (4.7). Here, we are going to make the most of 
the "closeness" between A n and circulants. For the simple eireulants, we 
have 
1 
n + 1 IIA" - snll~ 
k ( ) 
= % + la,,+l_ k -a  kl 2+la_ . _ t+ k -ak l  2 
k=ln+l  
where 
f °+ l  
y,, = [~__T lan+l l2  ' 
for  I~ = 2~,  
for n=2m+ 1. 
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Therefore, 
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1 
,, + iliA,, - s,,ll,% 
m + 1 1£ 
,) o [ 2 o 
~<2 ~ (la,,+l 1 , l -+ la1 , l -+ la  1, + la  l+al ' ) -  
k=l n+l  " 
(5.,~) 
THE()RI.:M 5.1. Suppose f ~ L 2. Then the .singular values of Toeplit:: 
matrices A,, and those of simple circulants S,, are equalhj distributed. If f i.~ 
real-valued, then A,, and S,, are Her~nitian, and their ei(zenvalues are eqnall 9 
distributed, too. 
Proof. For any e > 0 there exists N such that 
E I('1`1 ~~ - .  :3 I~,-I > N 
Drawing on (5.2), we obtain, fbr n ~> N, 
1 
- - [ [A , ,  - S,[l~- ~< - -  
n+l  
2 N N 
n -}- l k~_l (1(11`[2 q'- I(l 1,12 ) q- ~,5', 
and hence, for sufficiently large n, 
1 
- - l id , ,  - S,,II~: ~ c.  
n+ I 
It remains to apply Theorem 3.1, and this completes the proof. • 
In the light of the proposed framework, we gain as corollaries both the 
classical Szeg5 theorem and the theorem on the singular-value distribution 
ohtained recently by Avram [1] and, in a bit less g, eneral form, by Part('r [12]. 
THEOREM 5.2 (SzegS). I f  f ~ L~ is real-valued, theft the eiFenvalues qf 
Hermitian Toeplitz matrices A,, are distributed as f (  x ). 
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THEOREM 5.3 (Avram-Parter). I f  f ~ L~, then the singular values of the 
complex Toeplitz matrices A,, are distributed as If(x)l. 
Either theorem is an obvious corollary of Theorems 5.1 and 4.2. More- 
over, in the same way we may put forward more general theorems. 
TItEOREM 5.4. I f  f ~ L 2 is real-valued, then the eigenvalues of A,, are 
distributed as f (x) .  
THEOREM 5.5. I f  f ~ L 2, then the singular values of A,, are distributed 
as I/(x)l. 
1 For example, let us take f (x )  = x -~, where 0 < a ~< ~, 0 < x ~ 27r. 
Then f ~ L 2 while f ff L~. Nevertheless, Theorem 5.4 still stands, and the 
eigenvalues of the corresponding Hermitian Toeplitz matrices are guaranteed 
to be distributed as x - "  when 0 < x ~ 2~'. 
For one more example, suppose that 
( -1 )  ~ 
ak= k+g'  
where g is not integer. Then, as is shown in [20], the corresponding 
generating fimction is 
7/" 
- -  i exp( - igx ) .  f (x )  Isin 7rgl 
We thus see that singular values of 
( _1 )  i J 
A 71 
i - j+g  
(Cauchy-Toeplitz matrices; see [20]) are bound to cluster at ~'/Isin ~rgl. 
Obviously, the same is true concerning matrices A,, = [1/ ( i  - j  + g)]. The 
J (see [12, 19]) pertains to Moler's phenomenon, that is, the case g = 
observation that the singular values of 
A, i - j+7  
are amassed at rr. 
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6. MULT ILEVEL  MATRICES AND MULT I INDEX SEQUENCES 
In many cases, it is convenient  to part it ion matrices into blocks which are 
part i t ioned into smaller blocks, and possibly so on. Such matrices are called 
muhilevel matrices (see [17, 23]). In  more detail, a matrix A of order n is 
called a /)-level matrix of level orders n t . . . . .  hi, if" n = n I "" n ,  and the 
nested partit ionings take place as follows: 
A = [a io, ] i , j~=,,  aid , e ' ~1 = I I / t t l ;  
a id  I = [a iL J l : i~2] i+d j2 .1  , ( l ik jE; i , j  2 C C 6e×li2 , 
II 
I t  I t l ,  
r 1 np 
ai  d . . . . . .  i . . . .  Jf,-i = La id  . . . . . .  ip l,/p I:i,,Jl, J ipj l ,  = 
(6.1) 
ai d . . . . .  i,, ljt, ;i,,jv E ~~, 'x / i t '  nt '  - -  l .  
i ' I I  I " ' "  I t  P 
To point to the entry a i j  , 1 ~ i , . j  <~ n, of A, it is helpful to use umlti indices. 
We will write 
a ,  = a(i, (6.2) 
where 
{= ( i ,  . . . . .  i , , ) ,  j = ( j ,  . . . . .  j p ) ,  
1 K i , j  ~ n,  1 -<. i k , j~  ~ n L k = 1 . . . . .  p .  (6.3) 
Then, in accordance with (6.1), 
i = ( i ,  - 1)~ 1 + "'" +( i ,  , 
j = ( j ,  - 1 )g  t + . . .  +(j,,_, 
- l )@ ~ + i v ,  
- 1 ) , i ,  l + j , .  
(6 .4 )  
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We will also consider multilevel sequences ()t~ )} with multiindices g = 
(n 1 . . . . .  nt,) and ~c = (k 1 . . . . .  kp). Define 1 - (1 . . . . .  1), and the inequality 
~ ~ to mean that k l <~ n l for 1 = 1 . . . . .  p. Also, Ikl - (Ikll . . . . ,  Ikpl). 
Two multilevel sequences, {)t~ n)} and {/x~)}, are called equally distributed 
if for every continuous function F with bounded support, 
1 
lim 
i i -+~ n 1 " ' "  np ~<~<~ 
- F (  = o. (6 .5 )  
Suppose that f (x  1 . . . . .  xp) is Lebesgue-integrable on the p-dimensional 
cube [0, 27r]P. From now on, we suppose f (x  I . . . . .  xp) is defined for all real 
xj . . . . .  xp, and has 2~" as its period with respect to each argument. A 
multilevel sequence {A} n)} is said to be distributed as f (x  1 . . . . .  xp) if for 
every continuous function F with a bounded support, 
1 
lim E F(A~ ,) 
i i - )~ n 1 " "  ~1p .~<~4~ 
1 
-- (277.) p fO 2=' ' "  fo27rF ( f (x l  . . . . .  xp)) dx 1 "" dxp. (6.6) 
LEMMA 6.1. Suppose f (x  1 . . . .  ~d is a Riemann-integrable function, 
and fi)r each 1 = 1 . . . . .  p the nodes 'x 't~ ~ ... <~ x~,i,) form a uniform mesh 
on [0,27r] with step 27r/n l. Then a real multilevel sequence {h~ )} is 
distributedas f (  x~ . . . . .  xp) if and only if sequences {A~ )} and {f~(n)}, where 
f~)  = f(x~, il) . . . .  , x~'i,')), are equally distributed. 
LEMMA 6.2. Given two multilevel sequences, ( A(~ )) and {/,t}~)), of real 
numbers, suppose that there is a G-function G( x ) such that for any ~ > 0 
there exist real a~n)(s) and [3~ '~) such that 
n I 
1 
• "" np 14k~<~ 
n 1 
1 
• -" np ~<~<n 
(6.7) 
and the sequences {h~') + a~)(e)} and {tL~ '~) + fi~ff)(e)} are equally dis- 
tributed. Then the given sequences, {h (n)} and {/z~)}, are equally distributed. 
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LEMMA 6.3. If (6.5) is valid fi, r all staircasv fitnctions F, the,, {A~ )} and 
{ ix~ '~1} are equally distributed. 
THEOaEM 6.1. Given two sequences of complex p-level matrices, {An} 
and {~(~}, where the multiindex g .~ecifies the level orders, suppose that fi~r 
any e > 0 there exist a multiindex N(a) and matrices A~(a) such that fi)r all 
n i " " " n p 
and 
rank[AT a - A~ + A~(e)]  ~ r (e ) ,  (6.9) 
where r(e)  is independent of-~. Then the singular values of A n and 2~ are 
equally distributed. I f  An, An, and A~( e ) are Hermitian, then the eigenval- 
ues of A~ and A~ are equally distributed, too. 
We omit the proofs, because they exactly parallel those of Section 3. It 
seems worth noting that the condition g ~ ~ is stronger than n ~ 3c 
(n  = n I - . - l i p ) ,  and besides, the former is more appropriate as far as 
multilevel matrices are concerned. 
7. MULT ILEVEL  C IBCULANTS AND MULT ID IMENSIONAL 
FOURIER SERIES 
A matrix A of order n is called a p-level cireulant of level orders 
n L . . . . .  n v if, in accordance with (6.1)-(6.4), 
ai.] =--- a i l _ j~(mod nl);...;ip Jl'(m°d np)" (7.1) 
The entries a~ fill in the first colmnn a = [a~] of A, and fully determine the 
matrix. We x~411 write 
A = circ~(a) = circn(ai), (7.2) 
where ~i = (n~ . . . . .  n,) ,  and, if need be, we may put there the whole list of 
a i, ordered as in viewing a from top to bottom. The next lemma is the analog 
of Lemma 4.1 (see [17, 23]). 
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LEMMA 7.1. Suppose A is a matrix of  orcler n = n I "" nT,, and a is the 
f irst column of  A. Then A is a p-level circulant of  level orders nx, . . .  , np V 
and only i f  
1 
a = - - **  cUag(¢a) ¢ ,  (7.3) 
11 
where 
@---F,, X'"XF,,,, i  2 km)] <,- - [expt l - -7 - -  / ..... 0 
(The x means the Kronecker product o f  nuatrices.) 
COROLLARY. The eigenvalues of  the p-circulant (7.2) are as follows: 
n I - 1 
Ak~;...;k~, = y" 
11 =0 
a t ...... l, exp i . "exp  i , 
/~,=0 n 1 np  
0~<k 1 ~ n 1 - 1 . . . . .  0 ~kp ~< n j , -  1. (7.4) '  
A few families of multilevel eireulants can be associated with the following 
multidimensional Fourier series: 
3C 
f (x~ . . . . .  x,,) = £ ... ~,  a k ...... kFexp[ i (k lx  1 + "" +kpx, , ) ] .  
kl  = ao kp= -¢c  
(7.5) 
As in the one-level case, we first consider the simple p-level cireulants: 
S a = circ a +~(s~), (7.6) 
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where, bv definition, 
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0 if there is i for which k~ = (n~ + 1) /2 ,  
s'~,:...:t,, = a<(<)::6, ,(k, ,  ) otherwise, 
(7.7) 
6, ( /¢ , )  = 
k~ if k~ < (n, + 1)/2, 
- ( 'h  + 1 - k~) otherwise. (7.8) 
For instance, if" g = (4, 3), then S~ is the 20 × 20 matrix of the following 
fi)rnl: 
S(4,3) = e i rc (54) (ao :o  , ao : l ,O ,  ao: i, 
al:o,¢ll: l 'O, al: l, 
a2;o,a2:l,O, a2: I, 
a-2:o,a 2:1, 0 ,a  2: 1, 
a l :o ,a  i : l ,0 ,  a i: i ) .  
Further, we introduce the rec4anc~ular partial sums for (7.5): 
.£ . . . . . . . .  p( X] . . . . .  ~ ii) ) = 
N I I1 p 
E g . . . . . .  k, +..'+k,x,l]. 
kl= n I kl=- nt, 
(7.,9) 
L~.:MMa 7.2. Suppose the simple p-level circulants S~ defined b!/ 
(7.6)-(7.8) originate from the Fourier series for f (  x , . . . . .  x ,). Then for any ;i 
the ei{~envalues of S~ can be expressed in terms of partial su,~s' (7.9): 
( 2"n-k I 2rrkj, ) 
Ak, . . . .  k~, =f [ , , , /2 ]  . . . .  :1%/2]  n I + 1 . . . .  ' nt ,  + 1 ' 
0 ~k I ~ n t . . . . .  O~k ~ J~,. (7 . ]0)  
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Proof. 
using the induction and drawing on Lemma 7.1, we find 
n, [ 27.rk 111 
, .... ,=aex ti,,+ t 
X "'" ~_~ all;...;l,, exp i "'" exp i 
~12=o 1~,=o n2 + 1 n,  + 1 
If p = 1, then the formulas (7.10) coincide with (4.11). Further, 
exp in  1 + 1 
11 =0 
[,~2/2] 
× E 
12= - [n2 /21  
[%/21 ( 2rrk2/,2 )
E al~;...;l" exp i .." 
l~=-In,~'21 112 + 1 
2rrk,lp ) ] 
exp i 11p + 1 
exD(i2rrk21'2 ) "'" 
al~;;l" ~ 119 q- 1 
[n~/'2] [%/2] 
= E . E 
1~ = -[ ,q/21 lp= -[n,/'21 
2rrkp ) 
np+ 1 ' 
exp/i~ 2~rkplvlp +1 ) 
2rrk 
= f [n l /2 ] ; ' " : [np /2]  n 1 q- 1 
and this completes the proof. 
Now, consider the Ceshro-like sum for (7.5): 
1 
¢,,, ....... ~(x, . . . . .  x,,) = (< + 1) ' "  (np + 1) 
tt  I 
X ~ "- 
k I =0  
and bring in the p-level Ceshro circulants: 
np 
E A ...... k,,(x~ . . . . .  x,,) 
k;, = 0 
(7.11) 
C~ = circ~ + i(c~)), (7.12) 
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where, by definition, 
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1 It I lip 
"(~) ~ E "'" E ( l i l - J  . . . . . .  i I, -./#" 
'~ ...... ~,. ( , , ,  + 1) - . . ( , , , ,  + ~) ,,. j,=,, ,,,.j,,=o 
i~ .j~ =k~ i , - . j ,=k ,  
(rood n I + I ) (.,~M hi ,+ 1) 
(7.13) 
It is easy to check that this definition is in full agreement with that m case 
p = 1. The optimality property, which has to do x~4th the approximation of 
multilevel Toeplitz matrices, still holds, though the minimum is now taken 
over the set of multilevel eireulant matrices. Later on we shall profit by 
another form of (7.13): 
iT 
(k t : . . , ; k / ,  
1 
(,, ,  + 1) . . .  (,,,, + 1) 
x E ... E 
, j l~{O, n ,+ l} j l ,~  {(), n~) + 1} 
x l ( , , ,  + 1 - k, - j , ) . . .  (,,,, + 1 - k ,  - .b ) l . , . . j  ....... ,.-,,.- 
(7 J4 )  
LEMMA 7.3. The eigenvalues ofthe p-level Ces~ro circulant C~, defined 
by (7.12) and (7.13), are given by 
2wk 2rrk~, ) 
Ak~:" 'kP  = G" I ; ; " '  n I + 1 . . . . .  np+ 1 ' 
0 ~k I <~ n 1 . . . . .  0 <~k, <~ n,.  (7.15) 
3O 
fro@ 
tion: 
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I f  p = 1, then (7.15) coincides with (4.15). We go on by induc- 
"~ (2rrklll) 
ak,;...;k,, = Y'. exp i 
1~=0 \ nl + 1 
• " i 2rrkplp 
x -.- Y'. ~(z) exp i exp '~l I ; . . .  ; lp V~=0 z,,=0 n., + 1 ~ np + 1 
"' [. 2rrkt l  I ) 1 
= E exp/1 
/,=o ~ nl + 1 n I + 1 
n I 
E 
i l , j l--O 
iI - J l  - l~ 
(rood tq + 1) 
1~12 ?lp 
(n2 + 1)... (,,,, + l) E ' E 12 = 0 I e = 0 
X 
n2 
E 
i2, j2  = 0 
i2 j2=lz 
(rood n2+ 1) 
E ai I j l ; . . .; ip jp 
ip, jp = 0 
ip--jp=lp 
(rood np+ 1) 
( 2rrk212 
x exp i n 2 + 1 
- - + . . . + - -  2rrkplp 
np+l 
- ~0 exp in l + 1 n l+ l l=  
g 
il,jl =0 
il - j l  =/1 
(mod n t + i) 
(,,~ + ~)..- (~, + 1) 
rt 2 np k 2 
× E""  Z I2 
k2=0 kp=O 12 = -k  2 
1,p [ ( 2rrk212 
E aq _h;12;...;lp exp i llj=-kp n2 + 1 
- - + . . . + - -  2"rrkplp)] 
np+l  
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] /12 lip ~2 
(,,~ + 1)..-(,,,, + 1) g ' g g k2=O k~=l)  l, =-k~ 
exp i ~ -  +. - .  + - -  
l ,=  I,, n~ + l nj, + 1 . 
X exp~ n, + 1 ~ ai, j,:q: .... l,, 
n~ + 1 1 =0 i~..jl=II 
(rood n I + I ) 
(,,~+1)...(, , , ,+1) E ' E E 
k2=0 /,. -- 0 / ,= k, 
exp i - - :  + . . . + - -  
I ,=-k  r n2 + 1 n, + ] 
X 1 E E ~,,,p~ ,,, + l j 
l l  1 q- i k l=O /i : kl 
Oll~:/~:... l~ 
] II [ It  P ~' I 
: Z . . .Z  E (,,~ + 1) . . . ( , , ,  + 1) ~,:0 <~,,~,: k, 
Ii ~', exp i - - - -  +- - .  + - -  al, / ,=-k ,  nl + 1 n ,  -- 1 
and this completes the proof. 
Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3 in the case p = 2 are given in [2]. 
Tli~:Om~;M 7.1. Suppose f (x  l . . . . .  x,)  E L 2. Then the singular values qf 
the p-level circulants Sn and C~ are equally distributed. If f is real-cahwd. 
then S~ and C~ are Hermitian, and their ei~ent~alues ave equally distributed 
too. 
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Proof. Due to the Parseval equality, for arbitrary e > 0 there exists N 
such that 
la~[ z ~< e, (7.16) 
where 
IIN = {T~: Ik~l ~< N . . . . .  Ikpl <~ N}. (7.17) 
Then, by (7.6)-(7.8) and (7.12)-(7.14), for sufficiently large n we find 
(n, + 1) -" (rip + 1) 
I Is~ - c . I I~  
~< 2p+le 
. . .  + . . . .  . . . .  
. .  c (:) [ 2 
k l=0 k l= -N  kp=0 kv=np-N 
2P+le + 
N n: ) 
E + E " ' "  
k l=0 k I =n I -N  
N np ) 1 
E + I2 
G=o G=~,p-N (rh + 1)2 . . . (n  v + 1) 2 
X E °°" 
Jl ~ {o, n 1 + 1} 
E I(tq + 1 - k I - J l )  "'" (rip + 1 - kp - jp ) l  2 
ivY{O, %,+ I} 
× la6~(k,);..-;6(G)--ak: Y,;.-.;G Jp le 
(N  + 1)22 p+l ~ 
2 2~+'~+ ~ ~ "" ~2 la~ ...... k,I. 
1.<. v <~ p 
(7.78) 
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• ¢ .t 
In the process of estimation, we have used that if the indiees Jl . . . . .  Jp enjoy 
,t 
(~l(kl) = /(1 - j i  . . . . .  4,p(k,,) = k,, -.1,,, 
.! then the term with ( j l  . . . . .  Jp) = (j'l . . . . .  jp) is equal to zero, while all other 
terms are such that 
(n I + 1 - k~ - j l ) " ' "  (rip + 1 - kp - j , , )  
(/'11 -]- 1 ) " "  ( r ip  ~- 1)  
N+I  
~< (7.19) 
rain n~ + 1 
In view of e being arbitrary, it remains only to apply Theorem 6.1, and this 
completes the proof. • 
In order to progress towards general theorems on asymptotic distributions 
we will utilize the following Fejer-like formula: 
o;, ......... ,L x, . . . . .  s,,) 
(2~')*)(n~ Jr 1 ) ' "  (np-+- 1) 
X -- I xp -- tl) 
sin e (n ,  + 1) ' 2 ' sine (tip + 1) 
XJTr ' ' "  ~ X 1 - - t  I X})--~1~ 
- ~r s in2  s in2  _ _  
2 2 
×f( t  I . . . . .  tp) dt~ ""dr, , ,  (7.co) 
f . . .  (2~)" ( , , ,  + 1) . . .  (,,,, + 1) -~ 
X l - -  t 1 
sin 2 (n 1 + 1) 
f~ 2 
Sil l -  - -  
2 
siI12 ( Yl i~ 
+ | )  Xl, -- lp 
• .. sin 2 x/' -- t/, 
2 
dt 1 ... dtp =1.  
(7~)  
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TIIEOREM 7.2. Suppose f (  x ~ . . . . .  x , )  ~ L, 2. Then the singular values of 
the p-level circulants C~ and S n are distributed as I f (x l . . . . .  xp)l. I f  f is 
real-valued, then C~ and S~ are Hermitian, and their eigenvalues are 
distributed as f (  x 1 . . . . .  x,).  
Proof. Let e > 0 be fixed, and take a sufficiently smooth function 
f (~)(x 1 . . . . .  x.) such that 
I I S -S (~I IL ,  = 
7r  ° ' "  
f L I f (~ ,  . . . . .  x , )  - f ' " ) (x~ . . . . .  xp) ldx ,  . . .dxp ~ ~. 
(7.22) 
As is well known, the partial sums f~)  and Ceshro-like sums g(~) are 
uniformly convergent to f(~) if f(~) is sufficiently smooth. By Lemma 7.3, 
for sufficiently large B we then get 
[C (~)~ f (e) (  2rrk~ 27rkp ) 
Ak~~k,'t ~ ] -- n l + 1 ' ' ' ' '  n, + 1 
<~ Ak [C(~)~_f (~) (  27rk~__ . . . ,  2~kp ) 
, .... ;Gt ~ / n t + 1 '  n, + 1 
~<~, 
0 <~k I ~ n I . . . . .  O4kp  <~np. (7.23) 
Employing Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2, we thus establish that the singular values of 
C~ ~) are distributed as If(~)(x~ . . . . .  x,)l. If f (~ is real-valued, then, drawing 
on (7.22) and Lemmas 6.1, 6.2, we conclude that the eigenvalues of the 
Hermitian matrices Cn are distributed as f (~)(x 1 . . . . .  Xp). So Theorem 7.2 is 
proved if f is sufficiently smooth, in particular, if f = f(~). 
According to (7.15) and (7.22), we have 
~11 / l  p 
E- -E  
kt=0 k;,=0 ~'~ nj + 1 . . . . .  n, + 1 - ~ n~ +1""  'n ,+ l  
~< ce~ e, (7.24) 
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where  
O'ii 
~l i 1l p 
m~x ~'E  ..- E 
( )~t l~2n"  k l= 0 k/ ,=O 
0 ~<//,'~< 2rr 
X 
sin,~ (n l  + 1)( nlrrkj+ 1 t~)2 sin2 (nv + 1) ( H I "TTkl-}- 1 tt2 
,,) ( kl ,,) • .. sin e - -  
2 i~ I + 1 2 
sin'2 ( ~'kl 
n I + 1 
(,t ~ 
(2 ,~) ' ( , ,  + 1) . . . ( , ,  + 1) (7.2s) 
Taking into account (4.22) and (4.25), we arrive tit 
Ol~T ~ C~; ( l l  1 Jr- 1)"'" (n,, + i).  (7.26) 
l )enote by N2 '~) the subset of those multiindices k among {k : 0 ~ k 4 7i} 
[br which 
2rrk I 2rrk v ) ( 2rrk t 2wk,  
o;,~ n I + I . . . . .  n v + 1 - °;'~) - -  n~ + 1 ' " "  n v + 1 
Due to (7.23) and (7.26), the number of those ~- that skip N~ ") does not 
exceed c~(n 1 + 1)"" (np + 1)e j/e. Consequently, if F is a continuous fimc- 
tion with bounded support, which, say, is included in [ m. M ], then 
(n~ + 1) . . .  (n/, + 1) 
x E . . - E  F~,~ . . . . .  - -  
k~=O k,=O ~l] + 1 n~, + 1 
1 n~ + ] . . . .  ' n,  + 1 
o9(~1/2;F)  + 2cPo m~ I f ( t ) l~  ~/2, 
m ~ t ~ M 
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where o9( ;F )  is the continuity modulus for F. Since we know the asymptotic 
distributions for C,(- ~) exist, for any partial limit with ~ --* oo we obtain 
1 
lim (n 1 + 1)--. (np + 1) E F(I&,(C.)I) 
O~<lkl-<n 
1 .n- dxp 
0)(~ 1/2, F )  -4- 2cg maxlF(x)l s 1/2 
7r 
- - S '  "°° + (2~)" . 
[o  ~(lf(,, ..... x , , ) l ) - , , ( l /<~, (x ,  . . . . .  , , ,) l)  dx,  . . . . .  ,~,,,,. 
We achieve what we are after by seeing that the right-hand side tends to zero 
when e --+ m. In the case of real-valued functions, for any partial limit with 
--+ m we find 
lirn 1 E F(A~(Cn)) 
(n  1 + 1)"'"  (rip + 1) o~l,~l~<n 
7T ~" (~,)~/_o...S,'(s(x, . . . . .  ,<,,~)a,<, . . .~x,,  
~< o~(~'/2; F) + 2cg maxlF(x)l E 1/2 
1 -it" - - /  
77"''' + (2~r)~ 
Sfl~(i(~, . . . . .  x,,))-F(s.:)(x, . . . . .  x , ) ) ) ldx~ . . .d~, .  
Again, the right-hand side tends to zero when e --+ ~. The proof is thus 
completed. • 
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8. MULTILEVEL TOEPLITZ MATRICES 
:37 
The multi-dimensional Fourier series (7.5) is naturally associated with the 
multilevel Toeplitz matrices 
&-  [(,,, j ....... ,. ,,.]. (s.1) 
TUEOaEM 8.1. Suppose f (x  1 . . . . .  xt,) ~ L 2. Then the singular ~alues of 
the p-level Toeplitz matrices A~ and p-level ,s'imple circulants S~ are equally 
distributed, lf f is real-valued, then A~ and S~ are Hermitian, and their 
eigenvalues are equally distributed too. 
Proof. Take any e > 0, and choose N so as to provide (7.16). According 
to (8.1) and the definition of p-level simple circulants, we then find tbr 
sufficiently large ~ that 
1 
(H 1 q'- 1 ) "* ' (h i ,  ~- 1) 
~<2e+ 12 
1(1 = it I 
X ] ( l k l ; . . , : k t ,  
where 
/~ I
+ I2 
],l=nl N 
"" )(< 
12 
+ 1 - Ik~l)- . .  ('b, + 1 -Ik,,I) 
k,,=,,,,., (", + 1)..-(, , , ,  
- -  aT l{k l ) : .  " .: 71,(k~,) ]2' 
+1) 
4,(k,) ,  k, >/0, 
~b~(~+ l+k , ) ,  k~<0.  
This results in 
1 
(,,, + 1).- .  (rip + O I l& - S~ I~.- • 2~ 
-I- 
~2(N + 1) '~ ~ 
~C~-- ~ I~ ...... ~t ~'. (8.~) 
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Since e is arbitrary, the right-hand side in (8.2) can be made as small as we 
like. So all the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 are satisfied, and that concludes 
the proof. • 
Now, we can state the following extension of the Szeg6 theorem to the 
multilevel case. 
THEOREM 8.2. I f  f (x  1 . . . . .  Xp) E L 2 is a real-valued function, then the 
eigenvalues of the p-level Toeplitz matrices A n are distributed as f (  x 1 . . . . .  X p). 
This theorem is the obvious corollary of Theorems 8.1 and 7.2. We note 
that a less general generalization f the Szeg6 theorem was discussed in [14]. 
We finish this section with a new theorem, which describes the distribu- 
tion of singular values of the multilevel Toeplitz matrices. 
THEOREM 8.3. I f  f(x~ . . . . .  Xp) ~ L.2, then the singular values of p-level 
complex matrices A n are distributed as I f (  x 1 . . . . .  xp)[. 
This theorem follows obviously from Theorems 8.1 and 7.2. 
9. PRECONDITIONING AND CLUSTERING 
When solving a linear system Au = f preconditioned by B, we know, at 
least in the Hermitian ease, that behind the effect of preconditioning is the 
spectrum of B-IA. The above theory enables us to get some knowledge 
about that spectrum. 
If A = A n, the Toeplitz matrix defined by (5.1), is Hermitian, then some 
preeonditioners of choice are eirculants (see [2-7, 9, 15-18]). There are 
many promising examples of their use together with conjugate gradients. The 
explanation of their efficiency was lately suggested in [3, 4], and reads: if f 
belongs to the Wiener class, i.e. 
E lakl < 
and, in addition, f (x)  >~ m > 0 for all x, then, for sufficiently large n, simple 
circulants S,, and Ces'~ro circulants C,, are positive definite, and the eigenval- 
ues of S,, 1A,, and C,TJA,, have a proper clustering point at 1 (for the 
definition of a proper cluster see Section 2). 
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Numerical tests show that ehastering can be seen even when f does not 
belong to the Wiener class. For instance, if 
1 
a~ - Ikl  + 1 
then, for n = 32, three eigenvalues equal 
0.686, 0.940, 
and the others enjoy the inequaliN., 
For another example, 
2.00, 
0.97 ~< A -%< 1.08. 
coslkl 
ok = Ikl  + 1 
that inequality' is fidfilled as well for all eigenvalues except he four that equal 
0.739, 0.813, 1.38, 1.63, 
In either case f does not belong to the Wiener class. 
We may thus expect hat the requirements on f could be relaxed. Below 
we propose a step in this direction. It should be stressed yet that our results 
x~4l] insure the existence only of general clusters, which are not necessarily 
proper. Thus, rigorous convergence-rate estimates do not immediately follow. 
ttowever, general clusters may provide usefully fast convergence. 
TttEOREM 9.1. Suppose f(x~ . . . . .  xp) ~ L 2 is a real-,)alued fimction 
such that.f(x,  . . . . .  xl,) >>. m > 0 .fin" all x t . . . . .  xt,. Then the p-lesel Ce,,.a,-,, 
circulants C~ are positive definite fl~r all -g, and the eigenvalues of C~ ~A~ arc 
clustered at 1. 
Proof. From (7.20), (7.21), and (7.15) it follows that 
a~.(c~) >/,,, > o, (9.1) 
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and hence all C~ are positive definite. As is seen from the proofs of Theorems 
7.1 and 8.1, for any ~ > 0 and sufficiently large 
(n, + 1)"'" (n,~ + 1) 
IIc~ - s~ll~ ~ ~-, (9.2) 
(n 1 + 1) ... (np + 1) 
Ils~ - Anll~ ~ - .  (9.3) 
2 
Therefore, for sufficiently large 
(n 1 + 1)-"  (nl) + 1) 
IIc~ -A~[I~ ~< e. (9.4) 
Further, the eigenvalues of C~ 1A~ are real, because this matrix is similar to a 
Hermitian matrix: 
C~IA~ = cnl/2(C~I/2AnC nl/2)C1/2. (9.5) 
For sufficiently large g we have 
1 
(n~ + 1) . . - (np + 1)III~ - C(~/2A~C-2t/211~ 
1 
(n, + 1)'-" (np + 1)I lC~/~(C~ -A~)C-21/211~ 
-N< 
(nl + 1)'"  ( .p + 1) 
IC~-l/211~llC~ - A~II~ ~ ~-W" (9.6) 
Appealing to Theorem 6.1, we conclude that the eigenvalues of In and 
C-~ 1/2A~C~ 1/2 are equally distributed, and this completes the proof. • 
COROLLARY 1. Given the hypothese_s of Theorem 9.1 and that A~(Sn) >>- 
8 > 0 for sufficiently large B and 1 <~ k ~ ~, we conclude that the eigenval- 
ues of SnlAn are also clustered at 1. 
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COROLLARY 2. Suppose f(x~ . . . . .  xp) > 0 fi)r all x 1 . . . . .  x,  and the 
corresponding Fourier series is ab.solutely convergent, that is, 
E "'" E la~ ...... k i < +'~- (9.7)  
kl = -zc k/,= :,: 
Then the p-level Ceshro circulants Ca fl)r all n, and the simple circulants S,, 
fi~r sufficiently large -~, are pos'itive definite, and the ei~envalues of C~ ~A,, 
and S~IA a are clustered at 1. 
If A~ is not Hermitian, we consider two options, both ha~5ng to do \~qth 
reducing the problem to the Hermitian case. The first involves the transition 
to A* Aau = Aaf  using C~ C~ as a preeonditioner. The second, probal G' 
more appropriate, deals with (Ca~Aa)*(C~ IAa)u = (C a IA~)*f. Either op- 
tion is maintained by the next theorems. 
THEOREM 9.2. Suppose f (x  I . . . . .  x , )  4= 0 Jbr all x I . . . . .  x,  aml (9.7) 
holds. Then fi)r sufficiently large -ii the p-level circulants' C a and S~ are 
nonsin~ular, and the singular values of 
'* " * "* " A*  A a C;  lAa, S~ IAa, (6}7 ( .a )1Ag ..4x~7, (Sti Sa) 1 
are clustered at 1. 
We stress that f may be a complex-valued function. Note that Theorem 
9.2 extends to the p-level matrices the result recently obtained in [6] for the 
one-level ease. Corollary 2 of Theorem 9.1 generalizes the results proposed in 
[2, 5] fi)r the case p = 2. Theorem 9.2 can be partially extended as follows. 
TItEOREM 9.3. I f  f (  x t . . . . .  X , )  ~ L 2 is ~reater in modulus than m > O, 
and circulants C a and S~ are non.singular, then the ,fi~ur matrices from 
Theorem 9.3 .still have a clustering point at 1. 
Two points we feel are worth noting. Firstly, the requirement on f ,  that it 
should belong to L2, seems not neeessa D, tbr the clustering. At least, i| 
a k = l/( lnlkl  + 1), then the eigenvalues of CalA,, behave just as in the 
above numerical examples of the clustering. Secondly, for applications, it will 
be important o weaken the other requirement, hat f should be separated 
from zero. Some results on this last question will be presented in another 
paper. 
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